We present a multi-scale approach to extract crest lines in volume 3D image. The key point of our approach is to characterize crest points using the first, second and third order partial derivatives of the grey level image function I ( z , y, 2 ) . These partial derivatives are computed using recursive filter approximating the gaussian and its derivatives. Then the width of the filters defines the scale. We present experimental results obtained on real data.
I Introduction
Recently, we have shown that the differential properties of a surface defined by an iso-contour in a volume 3D ima e can be recovered from the partial derivatives of h e corresponding grey level function [MBF92] . In MBF921 crest lines are extracted using first, secon d and third order partial derivatives provided by 3D Deriche filters. The critical point of this approach also studied in [TA92 is the stability of expressions includthe "extremality criterion'' defined in [MBF92, TA92 . ters to improve the computation of artial derivatives zero-crossings of the extremality criterion.
We resent experimental results obtained on real data ( 8 T and MR 3D images) . We show that our approach combining a multi-scale scheme and also the use of isotropic filters provides reliable crest lines even for noisy data.
This work is described with more details in the reference [MLD94] .
ing second and t h ird order partial derivatives such as In this paper we propose isotropic recursive 3D fi / -and also a multi-scale approach to E etter extract the 
4.
Building of a extremality criterion ima e C,(x,y,z) such as (at each edge point (x,y,.Z$, C,(x, y, z ) is set to the value of the extremality criterion and to 0 otherwise ;
5.
Determination of an image Z,(x, y,. z ) set to 1 at each edge point being a zero-crosslng of the extremality criterion aind to 0 otherwise.
The last stage of this algorithm consists of finding the zero-crossings of a function defined on the discrete trace of a surface (traced by the 3D ed e points)
implemented simple strategies to extract these zerocrossings. But, in order to be solved properly, this delicate problem needs more attention. An interesting solution can be found in [TA92] . Therefore, the final output of our algorithm is ari image 2, representing the set of edge points which are zero-crossings of the extremality criterion. Each value of CJ defines an image Z,, representing the crest line for the scale defined by U . which is a difficult task iii itself. So far, we 1 ave only
I11 Multi-scale alpproach to extract;
The main stages of our algorithm allowing to extract crest lines in a 3D image are : crest lines in ,3D volumic images - 
111.1
The use of the filters presented in section 2 yields to obtain curvatures invariant by a rigid motion which Why a multi-scale approach ?
France.
1051-465U94 $04.00 0 1994 IEEE was not exactly the case with the filters presented in [MBF92] . This improves the quality of the results, but it may not be enough to provide good results in noisy data. As we have seen in the previous section the result of our algorithms is an image 2, where the zero-crossing of the extremality criterion are marked. 2, defines the crest lines for the scale defined by U (see section 2). Generally, we see that :
0 for simple data we can obtain good results using a single value tor U but we do not know how to find this value ; 0 for more complex data the suitable value for U varies depending on the area of the 3D image ; 0 for noisy data, only the crest lines that can be seen using different scales define reliable features.
Therefore, similar to the edge detection [Wit821 and to the crest line extraction in depth maps [PB85], it is of great interest to use a multiscale approach. Moreover the recursive implementation of our filters makes it reasonable in terms of computational cost.
How to merge the results ?
In order to merge the results obtained at different scales ~i , i = 1, n, we propose a practical and efficient data structure that we will call the Multi-scale Adjacency Graph : G,,,,, ,... , , , . G,,,,, Therefore Gul,u2,...bn represents the results of the crest points extraction for the different scales and their sp& tial relationships. This data structure is particularly efficient when the stability of the crest point locations through different scales is a good selection criterion. Our experiments performed on real and synthetic data show that generally the position of the reliable crest points remain the same for different values of the scale U (i.e. the shifts of the crest points are less than one pixel).
For instance, the following simple pruning strategy for the graph Gu,,,,2,...un can be used :
1. select all nodes corresponding to points which are crest points for at least a given number of scales 2. select the connected components having at least a given number of nodes (this threshold corresponds to the minimal number of points of a crest line).
Algorithm
We come up with the following algorithm :
1. Computation of the zero-crossings of the extremality criterion for a given set of scales :
(TI, U Z , ... on ; the result is a set of images 
IV Experimental results and conclu-
We have tested our method on two 3D X-ray scanner images of the same skull taken at two different positions. We display perspective views of the crest points provided by our algorithm. The stability of the results we obtain for a single scale illustrates the rotation invariance of our computation of the curvatures and of the extremality criterion. We also show that the multiscale scheme allows to remove many spurious crest points. We point out that the size of the convolution mask for a direct implementation of a 3D Gaussian of variance U' is ( 8 0 )~ (for g = 4 we obtain 8192 !). The use of recursive filters of order 4 reduces this computational cost to about 100 operations per point for any value of U . Of course, the previous remark applies also for the derivatives of the gaussian filter. Therefore, even for a single space scheme, the recursive filtering appears as a crucial tool.
We stress that the same sketch could be used to extract other differential singularities such as : parabolic lines, umbilic points. .. Besides, this methodology could also be used in 2-D images like interior scenes, to extract corners for instance. 
